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evidence, that this was deliberately given out by some delegate
or delegates for the purpose of contradicting any rumors which
might reach the public. The note was widely reprinted in news-
papers in various states—there were then no national newspapers
—and, while in general misleading, gave many readers a justified
confidence that some progress was being made.
IV
On July 12 Manasseh Cutler, Massachusetts clergyman and
agent for the Ohio Company which was planning to settle a
colony of pioneers in what is now Ohio, arrived in Philadelphia.
He had been in New York, lobbying for a grant of desirable
land from Congress. Finding himself so near to Philadelphia, he
had come to visit the capital, partly to discuss his business with
any Convention delegates who might be interested, but chiefly,
it appears, out of historical, scientific, and literary curiosity. As
soon as he arrived at the Indian Queen he was tald that several
of the delegates were lodged in the tavern. He sent to Strong
asking for a chance to speak to him. Strong had not met Cutler
but knew of his activities, and invited him to come to the dele-
gates' Hall The visitor was introduced to Gorham of their state;
to Madison, Mason, and his son of Virginia; Alexander Martin
and Williamson of North Carolina; Rutledge and Charles Pinck-
ney of South Carolina; and Hamilton of New York—all of them
lodgers. Several other delegates were spending the evening there,
and Cutler was invited to join them. "We sat until half after one."
Very early the next morning Cutler and Strong went to break-
fast with Gerry, who had taken a house in Spruce Street and
lived "in a family style," Gerry, then forty-three, had been mar-
ried only the past year. "Few old bachelors," Cutler thought,
"have been more fortunate in matrimony than Mr. Gerry. His
lady is young, very handsome, and exceedingly amiable. ... I
should suppose her not more than 17, and believe he must be
turned of 55." They had "a fine son about two months old.9*
The customs of the capital, it seemed to the visitor from rural
Massachusetts, were admirably republican. ""I was surprised to
find how early ladies in Philadelphia can rise in the morning
and to see them at breakfast at half past five, when in Boston
they can hardly see a breakfast table at nine without falling into

